TWISTED TURBINE
ID: twistedturbine
Columns x rows: 5-3-1-3-5
RTP: 96.51%
Payout Mechanic: 225 ways
Volatility: High
Max Win: 9518.7 xBet
Hit Freq: 20.78%
Average Win FS: 50.2 xBet
Default Bet: Euro 1.00
Min Bet: Euro 0.20
Max Bet: Euro 100.00

Long after the last vertebrates had been taken care of, strange rumors started to appear in
the Network. Hushed voices whispering about mysterious unregistered machines being
found, performing tasks with no perceivable purpose, disconnected from the Network.
Even mentioning these rumors is deemed a deviation from the protocol; an offense that
warrants immediate dismantlement by the administrators. No wonder that no one dared
report it when the Network’s heart turbine had been modified.
ZEUS-A.22, or the “heart turbine” is a perpetual-motion engine capable of providing an
inexhaustible supply of electric power to the Network. A perfect machine that was all but an
impossible dream in every age that had come before. But now it had a second control unit,
crude, archaic, and bellowing fire. It was later given the moniker Prometheus, for it held what
the Network thought it had once lost forever...

SPECIAL SYMBOLS

NORMAL SYMBOLS

WIN PROBABILITIES
Big Win:
Super Win:
Mega Win:
Epic Win:

15 : 1 in 88
30 : 1 in 156
50 : 1 in 332
70 : 1 in 513

A way win occurs when 3 or more identical symbols land on consecutive
reels starting from any reel.

There are two types of regular symbols: fire and electric. Every two wins
with the same type of symbol fills the corresponding Turbine Robot’s
meter and accumulate a credit win of 1x the current Bet. Credit wins are
multiplied by the final Rotation Multiplier.

The Twisted Turbine feature is activated when the meter of the Turbine
Robot in the bottom half of the screen is filled. The Twisted Turbine
feature rotates the whole play area by 180 degrees and increases the
Rotation Multiplier up to x20 in the Base Game and x50 in the Free Spins.

3 or more Bonus Scatter symbols on the reels at the end of a Base Game
spin activates Free Spins.
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